Let H be a Hilbert space. We prove that the locally convex sum ©/// is a subspace of the product HJ if and only if / is countable, H is infinite dimensional, and card J > 2X° .
Notations
For the general terminology on locally convex spaces we refer to [1, 2] . If E is a locally convex space, U(E) will denote a fundamental system of absolutely convex closed neighborhoods of 0. If pv is the associated seminorm of U G U(E), we note Ev for the completion of the normed space (E/K.erpL,\\ \\v), where 110^*11 ^ -pv(x), (¡>u being the quotient map. The spaces Ev will be referred as the associated Banach spaces. If U, V G U(E) V c U, the canonical linking map Tvv is the extension to the completions of the operator TV(J g L(Ev ,Ev) defined by Tvu(j)vx -4>vx.
The real or complex scalar field is denoted by K. If / is a set of cardinality d then <pd denotes the locally convex sum ®¡K that is, the space ®,K endowed with the strongest locally convex topology. When / = N we simply write cp. Analogously, if E is a locally convex space, ®,E denotes the sum space endowed with the strongest locally convex topology making all the inclusions E •-* ®jE continuous.
Let T be an operator acting between Banach spaces T : X -* Y. Let Z be a Banach space. By a subfactorization of T through Z we mean two operators B : X -* Z and A : ImB '-* Y such that T = AB. Note that A need not be defined on all of Z , but only in the closure of the range of B in Z . When A is defined on the whole Z then we have a factorization of T through Z .
The spaces I (I), 0 < p < +oo are defined to be the Banach (//-Banach if Obviously H needs to be infinite-dimensional since y> cannot be a subspace of any product KJ . On the other hand card/ > 2Xo is required since ®,H is not metrizable. Proposition 1. ®Nl2 is a subspace of f]y ¡2 > if card J >2Xo. Proof. Since the locally convex sum topology coincides with the so-called boxtopology (see [1] ) on countable sums, a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero is given by the sets: U(z) = Y[N znB n ®Nl2, where B is the unit ball of l2, and z = (zn) g c0 .
We may suppose zn / 0 for all n G N. Its associated seminorm is: PÁ(X")) = SUP« zñ 11 -^" 112 ' anc^tne associated Banach space is clearly seen to be the completion of (®Nl2,p.), that is: {(xn) G l2 : z~l\\xn\\2 -> 0} . This space is isometric with c0(/2). After this isometry, if k g c0 and 0 < kn < zn , the linking map between the associated Banach spaces to pk and pz is the "diagonal" operator Da: c0(/2) -c0(l2), Da((xn)) = (onxn), where on = z~l/k~x n If we choose k suchthat a belongs to l2, then Da factorizes through /2(/2):
The continuity of the inclusion is obvious. But the space l2(l2) is isometric with l2. Thus, the space ®Nl2, as a projective limit of l2 is a closed subspace of the topological product FT/ '2 ([2], §19.10.3).
Remark. Since lp(L) is isometric with / , 1 < p < +00, the preceding proof serves for the spaces / , and with minor modifications for the nonseparable spaces I (I), 1 < p < +00. Therefore it covers the situation for all Hilbert spaces. From all this it follows that a nonzero element must exist in each row and in each column of A . Therefore the set {(i ,j) G I x /: au ^ 0} is uncountable, and we may assume at¡ > 0 for uncountable many pairs (i ,j). Thus an £ > 0 must exist such that a¡¡ > £ for an uncountable set Z c / x /. Moreover these indexes of Z need to be scattered through infinitely many rows and columns of I x I ; because if we suppose that they are "concentrated" in, let us say, a single column, then those vectors of l2(I) with the corresponding index zero have zero as the image by A . Since B can be considered surjective (see Step 2), A would not be a part of a factorization of Do . If they are "concentrated" on a row we obtain the same result by transposition. Therefore we can choose a countable set ZQ = {(in,jn) g Z n G N} such that in ± im and ;'" # jm whenever n ^ m . Choose then an element (z.) G l2(I) \ lx(I) with z > 0 V/ and z ^ 0 if some couple (i ,j) G Z0 . If Az = y , then we find that for each pair (i,j)GZ0: yi = ¿2aikzk^ezj kei whence: J£2\yi\>£¿2\zj\ = +°°i ei j€i and A cannot be an operator from l2(I) into /,(/). In this way we have essentially proved that:
Step 2 Step 3. It is not hard to check that <pd has a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero with associated Banach spaces isometric with /,(/). Under this isometry the linking maps are the diagonal operators Da , a G 1^,(1) ■
Step 4. Let us assume that tpd is a subspace of some product l2(I) . There is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in l2(I) , %, with associated Banach spaces isometric with l2(I). Thus an embedding of tpd into l2(I) would imply for U G ft? the subfactorization:
of Da , which we know to be impossible.
Step 5. We complete the proof of Proposition 3. Since the embedding of cpd into H is not possible when d is uncountable, and embedding of ®,H into H is impossible too. ■ In the advance of this paper [4] the above lemma was incorrectly stated due to the omission of the hypothesis p > 1 . The next counterexample shows that in that way it is no longer true: consider a partition / = \J™=1 In, with In uncountable for all n . Take /0 a countable subset of /, and define: {i'~ when i g Iq and j G I¡ 0 otherwise.
This matrix defines an operator from /,(/) to lx/2(I) for which (*) does not hold.
